Scene_5: Preparing some drinks: Sangria

Additional objects:
pitcher, knife, small spoon, cutting board, bottle of wine, 1 lemon, 1 orange, 2 glasses,

Tracked objects (with Vicon):
Table, kitchen-table/cupboard, 2 chairs, pitcher

Script:
Person B: “Shall we make a drink to go along with dinner?”
Person A: “Sure, what do you have in mind?”
Person B: “How about Sangria?”
Person A: “Well, I don’t really know how to make it…”
Person B: “Ah, no problem! It’s my specialty!”
Person A: “Okay then! Let’s go for it!”
Person B wears an apron.
Person B: “Okay we need a pitcher, a knife, and a small spoon”
Person A: “I will get them for you.”
Person B: “Great and I will bring all the ingredients that we need. Okay, let me think. We need 1 Bottle of red wine, 1 Lemon which we will cut into wedges, 1 Orange that we also need to cut into wedges, 2 Tbsp sugar, 1 Shot brandy, 2 Cups club soda.”
The two individuals get all the required materials and place them on the table.
Person B: “Let’s see….did we get all the things we need?…… Yeap, I think that’s all.”
Person A: “I will cut the lemon and orange wedges”
Person B: “Okay I will take care of the rest. Ah! Maybe get another lemon. This is green, it’s not ripe yet.”
Person A: “Ok. Done with the cutting….So, what shall we do next?”
Person B: “We have to pour wine in the pitcher and squeeze the juice wedges from the lemon and orange into the wine.”
Person A: “Oh this is simple!”
Person A pours wine in the pitcher and squeezes the juice wedges from the lemon and orange into the wine.

*Person B:* “Wait! It’s not over yet....Now we need to toss in the fruit wedges, leave out the seeds!!! Ah! Two seeds fell in the pitcher!”

*Person A:* “Let me bring a spoon to take them out…”

Person B: “Great, ok! And finally, the finishing touch.......we will add sugar and brandy...mmmmm.” (tastes the mix with a spoon)

*Person A:* “And what about the club soda?”

*Person B:* “Ahh, we add club soda just before serving!”

Person B takes the soda and pours some in the pitcher. He stirs the mix in the pitcher and then fills in the two glasses.

Person B: “Mmmm it’s very good!”

Person A: “Let me taste it!!! It smells really good......Oh it is really tasty!” Person A drinks from the glass. “Cheers” – the individuals laugh and toss their glasses.